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EnvironmentalÂ and Natural Resource Economics is the best-selling text for this course, offering a

policy-oriented approach and introducing economic theory in the context of debates and empirical

work from the field. Students leave the course with a global perspective of both environmental and

natural resource economics.  Gain flexibility in your course outlines: The text is organized, so that

you can fit individual course outlines.  Â   Use relevant material: Students identify with up-to-date

information, which gives them a global perspective on key issues.  Â   Engage students with

self-test exercises, debates and examples: Students are able to prepare for their field and learn

from an active learning path, which allows them to grasp concepts before moving though the text.
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On of the worst textbook I've ever read. It goes all over the place and reference too many things. As

a result, a section of text is spent on reference and nothing else. As for mathematical examples, it

simply shoots numbers at you without clear explanation.I would not recommend this book for class.

I'm only a week into the course for which I'm using this (two chapters), but so far I have found this

book very interesting and well written.This book provides a great framework for thinking about

environmental issues which will be interesting to economics students (my background), helpful for

students of environmental issues, and informative for people who fall into neither category.



I probably just didn't understand the material and that's why I don't like this textbook. I am smart and

when I read something I usually understand it. The reading was great, but the practical questions

and discussion questions were just not related to the reading. There were no examples of any kind

of problem solving and the graphs were just not helpful at all. This is probably a book for an

experienced economist.

This textbook is okay. I didn't like how it gave no mathematical explanations or examples. It would

have been nice to see what was said in the book applied to a real mathematical problem.

This book is terrible. The material is very interesting but it is written is such a confusing and illogical

way.

This is a fantastic textbook. Excellent coverage, timely examples. New chapters on ecosystem

services and energy are terrific.

school book so what can I say-------

A+ baby, loved this book!!
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